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SCOPE:

This document is a collection of research and preliminary concept designs for a variety of architectural products 
using Design Integrated Photovoltaic (DIPV) technologies. The use of DIPV is aimed at improving the environment 
in and around buildings to provide better health, comfort, and efficiency. This is the preliminary phase of design 
concepts and will be further revised based on discussion and feedback. The primary area of study is BIPV (building 
integrated photovoltaics) which refers to architectural construction elements (roofing, shading, fenestration, etc.) 
that are augmented with PV technology and incorporated into the building element. This is the genral market title 
while DIPV refers to product manifestation within BIPV and will be the primary terminology for the purpose of this 
exploration.

TEAM:

UofU Lead - Ryan E. Smith, ITAC Director
UofU Researchers - Michael R. Wilcox, H. Trent Smith, Steffan R. Lofgren 
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 PROPOSAL INTRODUCTION

HARNESSING THE SUN

Looking at each of the product designs, we envisioned what the actual context for usage would be. Whether 
that would be in a large scale installation or composed of single unit usage the driving force behind each design 
enables users to harness the ubiquitous power of the sun.  In essence, these concepts are a continuous and 
seamless integration into the existing daily routine between solar generation and function. Going one step further 
we identified where actual photovoltaic film would be located within each product and where the film would be 
protected and how connections might be made.   

PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The product designs began with an identification of the possible markets that would become the end users 
of the technology. Initially, a series of design tests narrowed the scale and scope of the actual methodology 
for usage. While a particular design may be agreed upon different scales, different markets, and design 
applications will lead to a series of product developments. The products shown here are merely a base 
for further exploration and discussion. These are concepts serving as a spring board for greater thought.
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 PV RESEARCH INTRODUCTION

PV RESEARCH INTRODUCTION

BIPV, or building integrated photovoltaics, refers to architectural construction elements (roofing, shading, fenestration, 
etc.) that are augmented with PV technology and incorporated into the composition of the building itself. To date, the large 
majority of solar systems are employed as installations added onto a building to subsidize its energy needs. It is expected 
that with the heightened sense of social-energy responsibility and a likely increase in value of architectural contribution 
due to growing space constraints, it is only a matter of time until PV integration in buildings becomes a norm rather than 
the exception.

Solar PV is complex and involves different expertise from standard solar, such as solar system designers, building 
contractors and electricians. These professionals must deal with myriad of issues such as placement and orientation 
of panels for optimal light and maintenance, matching electrical characteristics of panels and inverters, preserving the 
integrity of mounting structures such as roofs, etc. In addition, solar PV’s tremendous sensitivity to price and the cross-
functional nature of BIPV are the two dominant factors that will temper any potentially explosive growth of this application 
in the short-term. However, the building market is large and business opportunities abound. With so many buildings being 
constructed and the intense attention on solar, the BIPV market is poised to rocket.

PV RESEARCH OVERVIEW

Innovation alone does not make a market. As such, not all of the more than 120 North American PV companies will make 
a significant impact in the global PV industry. Those poised for success are ones that have addressed three significant 
technology development criteria:

1_They have developed or are developing PV technologies that serve an addressable market. Low concentration CPV 
technologies, for example, may never gain widespread deployment in the residential solar space because the efficiency 
advantages are overshadowed by complex designs and high manufacturing costs relative to the small scale these 
technologies are meant to address. Conversely, flexible BIPV technologies may prove disruptive because they address 
balance of system cost inefficiencies in ways no other PV technology can.

2_The underlying manufacturing processes drive cost reductions at the plant level and minimize manufacturing complexity. 
In the current credit environment, project finance will look kindly on those companies with low cost, easily reproducible 
manufacturing technologies that support, rather than inhibit, the commercial of the downstream PV technology.

3_Downstream PV technology must provide tangible value to the end user. Greentech Media and the Prometheus Institute 
for Sustainable Development advance an argument that the PV industry will be dominated by two types of firms: those 
manufacturing low cost technologies that generate high internal rates of return and those manufacturing high performance 
technologies that generate high gross returns. Regardless of the level of innovative skill that a PV company embodies, 
failure to fall into one of these categories will meet with little success at the commercial scale.

1b
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 MARKET IDENTIFICATION2a

FOCUS

Architectural design requirements vary across different programs, typologies, budgets, locations, and an array of specific 
user requirements. A market identification was created to better understand the prevailing typologies, their general re-
quirements and how to penetrate these markets most effectively. The categories listed here are delineations primarily of 
civic and commercial building types. Due to scale and aesthetic considerations, it is within these markets that we antici-
pate the most effective application of 3form products. However, the housing stock in the United States is substantial and 
presents a number of potential possibilities, from retrofits to new and temporary housing ventures.
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 MARKET IDENTIFICATION 2a

1

RETROFITS
 Apartment Buildings
 Office Parks
 Existing High-Rises

BRIEF
G.  Instead of building new can such 
procedures revitalize older buildings.

2

GOVERNMENT
 Parks / Trails
 Transportation
 Civic Lighting

BRIEF
Government buildings and municipalities 
are generally a stable market. Moreover, they 
are socially conscious and tend to prioritize 
concerns over our natural resources. 

BRIEF
Higher Education typically favors innovative 
and emerging ideas while also looking to 
save money. DIPV can improve  the quality 
of the campus and students experience 
while reducing dependency on resources. 

3

HIGHER EDUCATION
 Campuses
 Dormitories
 Fieldhouses / Athletic Fields

4

MEDICAL
 Hospitals
 Emergency Relief
 Event Aid Stations

BRIEF
DIPV in this market targets medical 
shelters and emergency relief stations 
that are primarily ‘off the grid’ and need 
to be easily set up and taken down.   

BRIEF
Temporary tent strucutres and outdoor 
events demand energy. With the 
integration of thin film PV into these 
mobile  spaces where there once 
had to be a power source to tie into.   

5

TEMPORARY SHELTER
 Shade Structures
 Festivals / Conferences / Events
 Mobile Pods

6

PROTOTYPE / EXPERIMENTAL
 Cellophane House
 Loblolly House
 

BRIEF
Traditional siding materials and designs 
are remade in a resin material with 
integrated thin film solar panels. Issues 
of insulation, pattern, connections, and  
application to building are examined. 
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 PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION2b

FOCUS

Each architectural element has intrinsic possibilities and limitations. Each element must draw upon a complex set of 
considerations, from structure, thermal connections, sun incident angles, building codes, assembly requirements and 
aesthetics. Therefore, it is necessary to break down the general requirements of the major architectural categories listed 
here to understand how products can be integrated within them. The categories listed here are those that show the 
strongest potential for photovoltaics and architectural integration.
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 PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 2b

1

FOCUS
Modular systems serving as a double skin 
that will retrofit existing buildings.  Issues of 
daylighting, climatic control, and climatic  

2

LIGHTING
 ILLUMINATED CANOPY
 Civic Lighting
 Multi-Light

FACADES
 Dynamic Blind Systems
 Polymer Bricks
 Translucent Insulated Wall

FOCUS
Existing products and concepts 
are given a new appearance and 
function. Issues of  integration,  self-
power, and  interactive connections 
between the lights are examined.

3

OBJECTS
 Interactive Display Panels
 Cubicle Systems
 Study Pods

FOCUS
Individual usable structures and how 
they affect their environment and how the 
environment affects them are explored. 
Issues of solar access, lighting, power, 
and system hook-ups are examined.

4

ROOFING
 Shingles
 Standing Seam
 Translucent Roof

SIDING
 Ship lap
 Board & Batton
 Tounge & Groove

FOCUS
Traditional roofing materials and designs 
are remade in a resin material with 
integrated thin film solar panels. Issues 
of insulation, pattern, connections, and  
application to building are addressed.

5 6

FOCUS
Traditional siding materials and 
designs are remade in resin with 
integrated thin film solar panels. Issues 
of insulation, pattern, connections, and  
application to building are examined.

A TRUE INNOVATIVE PRODUCT
 EPA Skin
 Product name
 Product name

FOCUS
An entirely new architectural 
element will emerge. The unseen 
will be seen and that emergent 
sensibility that is intangible will be the 
foundation of this area of exploration.



 ICON IDENTIFICATION

ITAC

2c

FOCUS
               
The icons were created to facilitate in generalizing the wide range of anticipated possibilities, challenges, and constraints 
of each proposed product type. These effectors are considered from cradle to grave of a product lifecycle and which 3form 
products could best match with a particular design modual based upon the present and future climate in architectural 
practice and building construction. Particular attention is given to these specific categories when desiging the outcome of 
the products. Each product can be designed in a number of ways but the intent of each design uses these categories in 
spefic ways. For example, in the ‘Object” category some could be tied back to the grid or be self-power. In other words, 
The power generated from the PV could go one of two ways: one, power will be fed back to the grid, or two, power will 
supply the function of the product. Nonetheless, the icons identify how each product will meet critical factors of DIPV 
architectural products.               
               



2c ICON IDENTIFICATION

ITAC

1 2

TIME COMMITMENTMARKET IDENTIFICATION

3

DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT

4

MATERIAL RE-USEPOWER SUPPLY

5 6

MATERIAL USE

PROT. / EXPR.

STONE

DUO

TEMP SHELT.

100 PERCENT

RETROFITS

VARIA ECO.

MEDICAL

STRUTTURA

GOVNMT.

CHROMA

HIGHER ED.

GLASS

KODA XT

1+ YEARS LITE

GRID POWER BLENDSELF POWER NEW

3+YEARS MODERATE5+ YEARS HEAVY

RET 1+ 3+ 5+ $ $$ $$$

MED

VA

ST

GOV

TMP

CH

%

HED

PRO

GL

XT

SO

DU



FACADES
The “face” of a building. Although the façade is generally assumed to describe the entrance face, it can refer to other sides of a 
building. In architecture, the façade is the first impression of a building, and sets the tone for the user experience. In addition, the 
façade communicates a buildings function, its values and how it contributes to its local context. Therefore, it becomes one of the most 
important elements in aesthetic design. This area of exploration examines control systems that enhance the users conditions. Whether 
it is through simple LCD displays showing instantaneous energy feedback or dynamic climate sensing systems that vent or maintain 
heat in the building these products ultimately aim to reduce energy and carbon emissions. Designed as modular systems acting as a 
double skin they are exposed to the elements and not primarily concerned with waterproofing the building. Rather, these products deal 
with providing insulation, wind, rain, and solar barriers while simultaneously informing users of energy consumption and production.

3.1
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

 DYNAMIC BLIND SYSTEM
 MULTICOLOR DISPLAY RAINSCREEN
 INSULATED BLOCK WALL

1+

1+

3+

$$ RET VAPRO ST

RET VA

TMP

XT

HED VA

GOV

ST

HED CH XT

CHHED %

MED CHPRO XT GL$$

$

Dynamic Blind Systems

MC Display Rainscreen

Insulated Block Wall

1

2

3
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FACADES
 DYNAMIC BLIND SYSTEM 
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 DYNAMIC BLIND SYSTEM 

Designed as an operable secondary skin for 
the exterior of the building. A simple mechinism 
with a built-in sensor or timer opens and closes 
allowing the building to breathe or conserve. The 
panel aids in reducing the heating / cooling load 
on the building in different climates.  
     
     
     

+ SHIFT FROM STATIC TO DYNAMIC
+ ALTERNATIVE WINDOW REPLACEMENT
+ HARDWARE IS INTEGRAL
+ NATURAL CLIMATIC CONTROL

RET

1+ $$

VA CH

PROHED

ST XT
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FACADE
 MULTICOLOR DISPLAY RAINSCREEN
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

Designed to serve as both a curtain wall / 
rainscreen and selfpowered multicolor lighting 
display. Solar energy will be used to power the 
graphical led’s that comprise the pixels of the 
larger image.

+ PANEL IS EXPANDABLE
+ EASE OF DETACHMENT & DEPLOYMENT 
+ WATER BARRIER
+ PV, PANEL, & LIGHT PATTERNS
+ FRAME SYSTEM

 MULTICOLOR DISPLAY RAINSCREEN

RET GOV

ST

HED

1+ $

CH DUXT
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FACADE
 INSULATED BLOCK WALL
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 INSULATED BLOCK WALL

The unit is thought of as a structuarlly 
sound and permantely bonded block part 
of a larger interlocking sytem. Blocks are 
in a thermally broken built-in strucutral 
grid and can be placed in variation for a 
diversity in arrangement.

+ SINGLE UNIT
+ PANELIZED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION
+ VARIANCE IN TRANSPARENCY 
+ MIXING OF MATERIALS
+ MODULE WITHIN MODULE

3+ $

VA

CH

HED

ST XT

MED PRO

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



LIGHTING
Architectural lighting concerns itself with three primary considerations: 1_aesthetic and accenting; 2_ergonomics and functionality 3_
energy use and efficiency. In this section, existing products and concepts are given a new appearance and function with the integration 
of light. Ideas such as self powering street lamps or illuminated benches and walls are explored under a critical eye of market feasibility. 
Furthermore, creative and sculptural explorations are possible, such as self powered grand light installations that challenge existing 
notions of canopy and space. In all cases, light power is provided directly from the photovoltaics. Existing products and concepts are 
given a new appearance and function with the integration of light.

3.2
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

1+

1+

1+

$ GOV VATMP ST

GOV VATMP XT

GOV VATMP ST

HED CH XT

HED CH

HED CH XT DU$

$$

Canopy of Lights

ORB

Civic Bench Lights

 CANOPY OF LIGHTS
 ORB
 CIVIC BENCH LIGHTS

1

2

3
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LIGHTING
 CANOPY OF LIGHTS
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 CANOPY OF LIGHTS

+ OUTDOOR STANDALONE INSTALLATION
+ SELF-SUPPORTING
+ INSTANTANEOUS ENVIRONMENT
+ SCALABLE
+ EVENT AND PLAZA CANOPIES

GOV HED

1+ $$

VA CH ST XT

MED TMP

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    

Designed to serve as both a shade strucutre 
and light source the sculptural form will 
create a unique  spatial experience. Issues of 
form, space, and light will take shape in 3-5 
interchangeable pieces that can be rearranged 
and expanded upon depending on spatial and 
aesthetic needs.



26  ORB
LIGHTING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

Lighting orb is an easily handled self powering 
light source composed of excess scraps and 
materials that stack upon eachother into a 
predetermined spherical frame in order to fully 
utilize recylced material in a functional way. PV 
is layed onto specif pieces to power to orb.

+ INSTANT PATH LIGHTING ELEMENT
+ VARIETY OF FORMS
+ EXPANDABLE IN SERIES AND SCALES
+ EASE OF DEPLOYMENT

 ORB

GOV HED

1+ $

VA

CH XT

TMP

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



28 CIVIC BENCH LIGHTS
LIGHTING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

The bench is designed to be mass produced and 
dispursed into the public domain. Each bench is 
equipped with light that will aid in providing saftey 
for public parks and street scapes.  Designed to 
be built from stacked interchangable shapes that 
are connected in such a way for easy installation 
and removal.

+ BUILT-IN LIGHT 
+ TEMPORARY / TRANSFERABLE
+ BUILT FOR DISSASEMBLY
+ EXPANDABLE UPON IN SIZE

 CIVIC BENCH LIGHTS

GOV HED

1+ $$

VA

CH ST XT %

TMP

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



OBJECTS
This section deviates from the traditional architecturally integrated products, and conceives of new product types--their symbiotic 
relationship with the surrounding environment, and their potential, redefining application to architecture. This section explores individual, 
autonomous systems that rely specifically upon PV-generated power. These usable structures are addressed in terms of solar access, 
lighting, power generation, shelter, and system hook-ups. A range from fully integrated office module panels with built-in system hook-
ups to adaptable modifiable rooms. Issues of graphics, advertisements, lighting, connections, and automation are considered but 
constraints will be addressed with particular needs of the product. 

3.3
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

3+

1+

1+

$$ GOV VAMED GL

GOV VAMED ST

CHTMP

HED CHPRO XT

HED CH XT

HED XT$$

$$

Interactive Display Panel

Way Finding Kiosk

Mobile Study Rooms

 INTERACTIVE DISPLAY PANELS
 WAY FINDING KIOSK
 MOBILE STUDY ROOMS

1

2

3
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OBJECTS
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

Interactive display panels are an emerging 
development into the advertising world. These 
public display boards will provide digital 
information that allows the user to interact with 
and access through a touch screen specific 
information. The panels are autonomous sytems 
and are non-site specific.

+ SINGLE UNIT
+ PANELIZED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION
+ VARIANCE IN TRANSPARENCY 
+ MIXING OF MATERIALS

 INTERACTIVE DISPLAY PANELS

GOV

5+ $$$

CH GLPRO

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



34  WAY FINDING KIOSK
OBJECTS
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

Designed to blend with the natural setting while 
minimizing the visual and physical impact of its 
environment. The sign serves as an emergency 
station for hikers by providing basic power, light, 
and map. Further models could provide more  
emergency supplies.   
   

+ INTERACTIVE DISPLAY
+ ILLUMINATED MAP
+ POWER ACCESS

 WAY FINDING KIOSK

MED

VA

GOV HED

1+ $$

ST XTCH

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



36  MOBILE STUDY ROOMS
OBJECTS
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

     
     
     
     
     

The mobile study rooms provides shade and 
power in exterior settings allowing students to 
work around campus without being tied to the 
grid. Each room is equipped with the appropriate 
hook-ups to power mobile devices.

+ SINGLE UNIT
+ PANELIZED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION
+ VARIANCE IN TRANSPARENCY 
+ MIXING OF MATERIALS
+ MODULE WITHIN MODULE

 MOBILE STUDY ROOMS

HED

1+ $$ $$$

ST

XT

CH

    
    
    
    



ROOFING
While generally requiring less aesthetic premium than the facade, the roof is a complex building element that is the first 
line-of-defense against weathering and the sun. Issues of insulation, connections, and weathering are considered. Due 
to its general incident angle to the sun, the roof provides the largest potential use of photovoltaics in architecture, both 
at the residential and commercial scale. In this section, traditional roofing designs are redesigned in a resin material 
with integrated thin-film solar panels. New explorations examine how the roof can provide new design possibilities for 
architectural aesthetics. 

3.4
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

1+

1+

1+

$$ RET CH ST

RET CH XT

RET CH XT

GOV GL XT

GOV ST

GOV ST$

$

Light Emitting Roof

Standing Seam Panel

Shingles

 LIGHT EMITTING ROOF
 STANDING SEAM PANEL
 SHINGLES

1

2

3



40  LIGHT EMITTING ROOF
ROOFING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

An alternate skylight that allows for immediate 
drop-in installation. The colored resin provides 
distinctive environmental qualities while the pv 
arrangement lends shade and privacy. 

+ PATTERNED PV ARRANGEMENT
+ LIGHT TRANSMITTING INSULATION
+ INSULATED
+ DROP INTO PLACE

 LIGHT EMITTING ROOF

RET GOV

ST

1+ $$

CH

DUGL

TMP

XT

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



42  STANDING SEAM PANEL
ROOFING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

Designed as an easily interchangable roofing 
system with integrated pv inbetween the seams. 
Technically a roof this panel could also serve as 
siding.

+ DIMENSIONAL COLOR CHANGE
+ VARIETY OF WIDTHS BETWEEN SEAMS
+ DUAL USE (FACADE / ROOF)
+ HIDDEN WIRES AND COMPONENTS
+ EASY ELECTRICAL TIE-IN 

 STANDING SEAM PANEL

RET GOV

ST

1+ $

CH

DUGL

TMP

XT

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



44  SHINGLES
ROOFING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

A traditional modular roofing system that 
simultaneously protects from the elements 
and captures energy from the sun. Resulting 
in a single cohesive roofing sollution that easil 
integrates with exisintg electrical systems and 
roofing materials.

+ PV AND NON-PV PATTERNING 
+ GRID-TIE ELECTRICAL TAPPING
+ EASY INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING 
ROOF MATERIAL AND ELEC. SYSTEM
+ DUAL USE (FACADE / ROOF)

 SHINGLES

RET GOV

ST

1+ $

CH XT

HED

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



SIDING
Architectural siding refers to the outer covering or cladding of a structure. It is primarily designed to shed water and protect 
form the elements. Siding provides the aesthetic treatment and acts as a primary contributor to a building’s passive-solar 
treatment. However, as a cladding material it doesn’t need to supply structural support, but rather must address issues 
only of connections, weathering, insulation, and aesthetic language. Like roofing, the existing residential housing stock in 
the United States presents valuable target market.

3.5
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

1+

1+

1+

$

$$

$

Polymer Bricks

Board & Batton

Wall Panels

 POLYMER BRICKS
 BOARD & BATTON
 WALL PANELS

1

2

3

RET CH XT

RET CH XT

RET CH XT

GOV HED ST

GOV HED MED ST

GOV HED ST
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SIDING
 POLYMER BRICKS
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 POLYMER BRICKS

The ceramic brick  

+ SINGLE UNIT
+ PANELIZED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION
+ VARIANCE IN TRANSPARENCY 
+ MIXING OF MATERIALS
+ MODULE WITHIN MODULE

RET

1+ $ $$

VA

CH

HED

GL XT %
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SIDING 

 BOARD & BATTON
SIDING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

This new take on a traditional application allows 
for simple rectangular forms to be  designed to 
snap into each other and easily applied to the 
building.

+ LITTLE TO NO HARDWARE 
+ TRADITIONAL APPLICATION & STYLE
+ UNIQUE FITTING SYSTEM
+ 

 BOARD & BATTON

RET GOV

ST

HED

1+ $

CH XT
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SIDING 

 SHIPLAP
SIDING
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

Acts as a traditional watershed while maintaining 
a traditional siding look. PV is integrated within 
each board while wiring and connections are 
hidden from the eye. This is a panelized shiplap 
as opposed to the traditional individual pieces.

+ SINGLE UNIT
+ PANELIZED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION
+ VARIANCE IN TRANSPARENCY 
+ MIXING OF MATERIALS
+ MODULE WITHIN MODULE

 SHIPLAP

RET GOV

ST

HED

1+ $

CH DUXT

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    



PROTOTYPES
This section explores advanced PV research and possible long-term projections of photovoltaics. These areas of research 
are more recently developed and thus commercialization is further away. Here, an entirely new architectural element will 
emerge. The unseen will be seen and the emergent sensibility that is intangible will be the foundation of this area of 
exploration. The fundamental elements of traditional architecture as we know it (wall, roof, floor, skeleton) are transcended.

3.6
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

3+

3+

1+

$$$ RET VATMP ST

RET VATMP ST

VATMP ST

HED CHPRO XT %

GOV CHPRO XT %

HED CHPRO XT$$

$$$

EAP Panel

Print Technology

Installation Competiton

 EAP PANEL 
 PRINT TECHNOLOGY
 INSTALLATION

1

2

3
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PROTOTYPES
 EAP PANEL
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 EAP PANEL

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    

RET HED PRO

3+ $$$

EAP (electroactive polymer) draws upon the 
field of medical prosthetics as a polymer that 
exhibits change in shape when stimulated by an 
electrical field. As more power is generated from 
the pv the panel will open venting or cooling the 
building. Ultimately the panel is self monitoring.

+ SELF MONITORING
+ NATURAL CLIMATIC CONTROL
+ DYNAMIC 
+ ADAVANCED POLYMER MATERIAL
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PROTOTYPES
 PRINT TECHNOLOGY
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 PRINT TECHNOLOGY

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    

Print Technology provides an inexpensive 
method of PV manufacturing with higher 
tolerance levels being reached in the nano-scale. 
In addition printing allows for custom patterns 
an exact control to take on new applications of 
information and advertising.

+ SELF MONITORING
+ NATURAL CLIMATIC CONTROL
+ DYNAMIC 
+ ADAVANCED POLYMER MATERIAL

RET HED PRO TMP

3+ $$$

STCH VAXT
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PROTOTYPES
INSTALLATION COMPETITION
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DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:

DETAILS:

+

 INSTALLATION COMPETITION

     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    

Find and enter a design using thin film pv for a 
specific competion. Competition TBD.

+ COMPETITON 
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PRODUCT COST POWERTIME

BLEND

FACADES
 Dynamic Blind Systems
 Multicolor Display Rainscreen
 Insulated Translucent Wall

LIGHTING
 Canopy of Lights

 Orb

 Bench Lights

OBJECTS
 Interactive Display Panels

 Way Finding Kiosk

 Mobile Study Rooms

ROOFING
 Light Emitting Roof

 Standing Seam Panel

 Shingles

SIDING
 Polymer Brick

 Board & Batton

 Shiplap

PROTOTYPE

 EAP Panel 

 Print Technology

 Installation Comp

1+ YEARS LEAST GRID

SHEET

NEWSELF3+ YEARS MODERATE5+ YEARS VERY

1+ 3+ 5+ $ $$ $$$

 ICON MATRIX4
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CONCLUSION
 CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

The projects and research here compile the work of roughly a month of design research by three 
students at the University of Utah under the direction of ITAC director Ryan Smith. They are meant 
to serve as the basis of further design and development, as well as schemes and contextual studies.

Looking into the world of BIPV and thin-film PV proved to be an educational endeavor and launched many 
discussions about the future of this technology and the people who would be using it. The process also led to a new 
perspective on the efficiency of emerging technologies and how soon they would be ready for actual market use.

The compilation of these discussions and designs were created in order to present to a group at 3Form 
for feedback. Following this presentation, the designs will be updated in order to present to a selection 
of firms in Phoenix and the local Salt Lake City context. The different sets of feedback and critique will be 
synthesized to further refine and define the designs to move into a development and production phase.
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LINKS
 PRODUCT LINKS

3.1 3.2

 Canopy of Lights

 Orb

 Civic Bench Lighting

 Dynamic Blind Systems

 Multicolor Display Panel

 Insulated Block Wall

3.3

 Interactive Display Panels

 Way Finding Kiosk

 Mobile Study Rooms

3.4

 Light Emitting Roof

 Standing Seam

 Shingles

 Polymer Bricks

 Board & Batton

 Shiplap

3.5 3.6

 EAP Panel

 Print Technology

 Product name

S I D I N G P R O T O T Y P ER O O F I N G

F A C A D E S L I G H T I N G O B J E C T S
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RESEARCH
 BIPV REPORT

A Summary of Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV): Market Outlook 2008 and Beyond

SUMMARY_Solar PV is complex and involves different expertise from standard solar, such as solar system designers, 
building contractors and electricians. These professionals must deal with myriad of issues such as placement and 
orientation of panels for optimal light and maintenance, matching electrical characteristics of panels and inverters, 
preserving the integrity of mounting structures such as roofs, etc. In addition, solar PVʼs tremendous sensitivity to price 
and the cross-functional nature of BIPV are the two dominant factors that will temper any potentially explosive growth of 
this application in the short-term. However, the building market is large and business opportunities abound. With so many 
buildings being constructed and the intense attention on solar, the BIPV market is poised to rocket.

KEY FINDINGS
1_BIPV will break out as mainstream when aesthetics no longer command a premium over competitive pricing or when 
PV reaches grid parity.
2_Large crystalline silicon manufacturers have a significant advantage in expertise, established products and existing 
business relationships over new entrants.
3_Thin-film has yet to prove it has overcome price-efficiency trade-offs.
4_Established successful sales channels to open up the market is a time-consuming effort that involves educating the 
building industry on technology and instituting changes “ in currently adopted practices, and is impacted heavily by 
evolving regulations. 
5_The largest component by far of the BIPV market is roof-integrated PV. Although the BIPV market also consists 
of fenestration and façade products, the roof-integrated PV market dwarfs the others. The fenestration and façade 
applications are driven by aesthetics and marketing demands by customers that are willing to pay the high premiums 
associated with the products. 
6_The roof PV market is pre-dominantly driven by price. 
7_Integrated roof PV shingles offer tremendous potential. Shingled roofs form about 80% of US roofs (primarily in states 
other than in the southwest, which states are yet to stimulate solar PV on a large scale) and a large percentage of roofs 
in Europe; currently only a single manufacturer serves this market.
8_Among the challenges facing BIPV, social issues are important. BIPV brings together two historically separated trades 
-- construction and electrical. Overcoming the friction that arises from such convergence is critical to growing the market 
at a healthy pace. 
9_The most important product issue for BIPV is maintainability. Once the challenges of cost and aesthetics are overcome, 
maintenance is the single largest issue for BIPV; automating failure detection and ease of maintenance procedures are 
of paramount importance to building owners and operators. 

With the momentum enjoyed by solar to date, the current limiting factors are cost and penetration of awareness and 
expertise across the building specialization chain from owners, architects, suppliers, and contractors to construction 
workers. It is expected that with the heightened sense of social-energy responsibility and a likely increase in value of 
architectural contribution due to growing space constraints, it is only a matter of time until PV integration in buildings 
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becomes a norm rather than the exception.

Although BIPV construction elements have been used to retrofit existing buildings, BIPV is most cost-effective 
used in newly designed buildings where it can be used to also address architectural requirements. In fact, there 
are no BIPV products that specifically address retrofit installations.

THE CHALLENGES OF INSTALLING SOLAR PV

Solar PV has been around for decades but its incorporation into existing (retrofit) and new homes still remains 
a multi-step and complex project. This is due in part because:Below is a timeline (proved by the New York State 
Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)) for getting a PV system up and running:

1_sheer nature of the problem, i.e., satisfying the needs of a dynamic commodity like energy. 
2_complexity of the technologies involved and their associated regulations (both building and electrical codes).
3_complexities in realizing the economics of solar. This results primarily from the fact that PV incentives originate 
in policy and ultimately become connected to regulation and government accounting.
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As can be seen, the number of actors that must be consulted, educated and cooperated has led many vendors of 
complementary equipment often to partner with each other to introduce efficiencies in the process. However, the myriad 
requirements and the resulting complexity provide equipment vendors tremendous room to differentiate themselves.
BIPV has traditionally been introduced in three ways: roof applications and glass-based products for façade and 
fenestration. Most successful projects are found where marketing value of solar PV is high and customers allocate 
higher budgets for PV-decorative and architecturally pleasing glass installations. These customers are less sensitive to 
price and correspondingly glass-based products are custom built and expensive. Glass-based products in this category 
vary in three properties: translucency, color, and artistic patters (usually via etching). The most popular applications are 
skylights and curtain walls.

BIPV MARKET STRUCTURE 

The cost of employing solar PV in buildings effectively segments the PV market along the lines of degree of integration. 
Highly integrated buildings tend to have higher cost arising from custom-built components, which likely suffer conversion-
efficiency penalties arising from non-standard production (see diagram below). Owners that wish to enhance the 
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marketability of a building and/or their image tend to pursue such buildings. Budget-sensitive owners working with 
PV tend to focus on off-the-shelf components that enjoy economies of scale.

ROOF MARKET 

The bulk of the BIPV market is in roof integration applications and is a healthy business in both commercial and 
residential buildings. Sloped-roof tends to be dominated by residential buildings, while flat is primarily commercial 
and industrial buildings. 
 Sloped-Roofs
The largest market for integrated roofs is the sloped-roof market. The market is still split between fully integrated 
products, such as integrated solar roof tiles, and products (like the BP Integra) that are not fully integrated, but still 
address aesthetic issues. The latter category is important because it provides solutions for retrofit applications or 
constructions unable to accommodate integrated solar roofs.
 Flat Roofs
Some flat-roof applications are also categorized as BIPV by the industry, although strictly speaking, there is little 
integration with building construction elements. Such flat-roof BIPV products are low profile, in some cases very 
light and easy to install. This market is significant for commercial and industrial organizations increasingly aware 
of the costs of energy. As solar has become very popular as an alternative energy source, some companies 
take responsibility for the installation and maintenance of solar generating plants on commercial (and to a much 
smaller extent, residential) and industrial buildings. These companies are very sensitive to product, installation and 
maintenance costs and seek solutions that can streamline such costs.
 Façade and Fenestration
Glass-based BIPV products increase costs between two or three times over regular PV and consequently serve 
a niche market primarily driven by building owners that value perception and marketing of solar PV (most likely 
3form clients). There are almost no off-the-shelf offerings, requiring most products be custom built. This market 
is not expected to see rapid growth, but large architectural and solar glass manufacturers are expected to be the 
first vendors to market off-the-shelf, standard-size products due to their ability to better address mass production 
issues.

BIPV PRODUCT FEATURES

 Preservation of construction functionality
Combining the solar PV function with a construction material means fulfilling the functional requirements of both 
construction and electrical purposes. Issues such as inter-connections, grounding, fault tolerance and testing are 
vital for the electrical function. Insulation properties, structural weight and strength are critical construction element 
properties. Complying with standards and codes will usually satisfy these, but the vendors themselves must be 
conscience of the dual purposes served by BIPV products. As standards and codes vary across regions, certain 
products may not be marketable in particular areas.
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 Appearance and Aesthetics
Itʼs critical that BIPV products overcome the aesthetic short-comings of traditional rack-and-mount systems. This is 
no surprise, but the aesthetic treatments such as color changes and etching tend to affect cell efficiency.
 Installation
A BIPV product must not be significantly different from a conventional construction element in its installation and turn-
up procedure. Critical to minimize labor and material costs. Simple products also minimize training allowing for more 
seamless integration into construction market.
 Reliability
A BIPV product must meet acceptable performance levels, preferably matching those of the conventional construction 
elements they seek to replace. Several manufacturers quote warranty periods or mean-time-between-failure metrics 
for qualifying BIPV performance.

The second aspect of reliability relates to the fact that a buildingʼs electrical system is now subject to conditions that 
its conventional construction elements are exposed to. Designing a reliable system based on flexible and feature-rich 
products is a necessary condition to create a successful PV system. The electrical systems must be fault tolerant and 
continue to function in either degraded capacity or with full back-up capabilities to bring back online any impacted 
capacity. Solar PV has a couple of well-recognized hurdles to ensuring performance:

 1_The conversion capacity of a solar module is set by its lowest common denominator, i.e., its lowest   
 performing cell. Furthermore, a damaged cell may lead to the failure of an entire module. 
 2_The conversion efficiency of a solar PV system can vary depending on the intensity of incident sunshine.

The third aspect deals with monitoring. It is crucial that BIPV systems can provide monitoring capabilities of solar PV 
systems. Such systems greatly simplify the task of ensuring the continuous and smooth operation of a system and 
alerting a user to potential problems before they occur.

 Maintainability
Directly related to reliability, once a PV systemʼs fault has been diagnosed and corrective action taken for purposes 
of reliability, the faulty system component is usually replaced. This process must not only be similar to the installation 
process in its simplicity but also ensure that a degraded systemʼs capabilities are not impacted adversely during the 
maintenance process.
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SCOPE:

This document is a collection of research and preliminary concept designs for a variety of architectural products 
using Design Integrated Photovoltaic (DIPV) technologies. The use of DIPV is aimed at improving the environment 
in and around buildings to provide better health, comfort, and efficiency. This is the preliminary phase of design 
concepts and will be further revised based on discussion and feedback. The primary area of study is BIPV (building 
integrated photovoltaics) which refers to architectural construction elements (roofing, shading, fenestration, etc.) 
that are augmented with PV technology and incorporated into the building element. This is the genral market title 
while DIPV refers to product manifestation within BIPV and will be the primary terminology for the purpose of this 
exploration.

TEAM:

UofU Lead - Ryan E. Smith, ITAC Director
UofU Researchers - Michael R. Wilcox, H. Trent Smith, Steffan R. Lofgren 
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 PHASE II INTRODUCTION
PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The profession of architecture is radically changing, 
requiring a collaborative skills set that oscillates 
between ideal and physical realities. In addition, 
advances in material and digital technology are 
flattening and integrating both the process and 
products of building design. This movement is 
nothing short of a paradigm shift placing the 
architect as a key facilitator of an integrated delivery 
of building technique and technology. Construction 
is both a service and product industry involving 
service processes and non-service activities. 
Architects rely on a service model of delivery, 
measuring their value in meeting client needs 
and generating design ideas, while constructors 
including manufacturers and fabricators typically 
value moving the service process toward non-
service oriented practices of production, realizing 
true productivity in the process – increased output 
per unit of input. 3form is on the edge of innovative 
service and product thinking in the building industry 
offering Ready-to-Go prepackaged solutions and 
mass customized Advanced Technology solutions. 

In response to these changes, 3form partnered with 
the Integrated Technology in Architecture Center 
(ITAC), University of Utah, during the academic 
year of 2010-2011. Professors and students 
collaborated with 3form’s Advanced Technology 
Group to conduct market research and develop 
preliminary exterior designs. Initially the project 
focused on DIPV (Design Integrated PhotoVoltaics) 
and the recent attraction of thin film technologies. 
With research and marketing studies as well as 
actual questioning through focus groups, the team 
then proposed transitioning the original research 
from DIPV to a more feasible solar-shading 
conceptual approach which then led to the creation 
of the CRATE system after much iteration. The 
findings and results, as well as digital and physical 
models were then compiled and presented at the 
2011 AIA Convention and Expo in New Orleans, LA. 

1a
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 PROJECT DIRECTION
FOCUS GROUPS
Research conducted in this thin-film photovoltaic integration area determined the feasibility and marketability of DIPV 
and resin products. The team ran focus groups with three architecture firm types from Salt Lake City and Phoenix that 
would potentially use DIPV including Will Bruder Partners, Richard + Bauer, Jones Studio Inc., GSBS Architects, FFKR 
Architects, Gensler and SmithGroup. The firm types were categorized but not discussed at the meetings. They included 
firms that were known for their high-design status as well as technical competency when pushing material boundaries 
through innovative designs. These firms were also chosen based upon their cooperation with academic institutions in the 
past and relationships formed with the University of Utah. Their presentations were presented in a digital format to both 
sets of architects, as well as digital recordings of the proceedings photographically were captured to showcase student 
leadership and interaction with professionals. Their findings were then compiled by the students and represented to 
3Form in a later meeting to discuss the direction that the teams should henceforth follow. 

CONCEPT EXPLORATION
It was decided that a new conceptual approach within the framework of specifically solar shading a façade to reduce 
the heat gain and HVAC loading that the building undergoes was the best course of action. The team then focused 
the research towards prototyping a flexible product for solar shading performance. Mockups and study models were 
constructed and tested for various profile, density, lamination, material yield optimization and installation procedures 
and methods. These findings led to the egg crate formed solar shading product called CRATE utilizing 3form in both the 
vertical and horizontal elements on a facade with differing profiles for energy performance and daylighting requirements. 
The shading structure installation utilizes 3form vertical fins attached via an aluminum channel to allow both expansion 
and vertical movement to facilitate shifting within the CRATE system. The second attachment system is a universal elbow 
connection that allows the vertical fins to accept the horizontal shading profiles with a differing array of profiles.

AIA CONVENTION + EXPO
The research and CRATE concept was then further refined and visualized through the use of models, both physical 
and digital. The findings and visual representations were then compiled and presented at the 2011 AIA Convention + 
Expo within the context of 3Form’s booth design. Models were created to conceptualize the findings within this existing 
framework, and then further discussion about promotional materials, such as a postcard, were discussed and created as 
needed. The research student team then travelled to New Orleans to both explore the context of a national architecture 
convention and realize their research findings with public interaction at the expo. A large rendering as well as physical 
model (which suffered some damage on the journey) were created specifically for the expo, and the students met with 
3Form representatives from around the country to discuss their research with architects visiting the convention. 

CONCLUSION
The research over the course of a spring semester (roughly 4 months) was documented in the second phase of this 
collaborative team research proposal, and findings are found throughout this book and in a few publications around the 
globe and on the web. The original proposal was a joint venture between corporation and education, which remained true 
through to the final production for the convention and the two research texts that were compiled both during and after 
the process. The venture proved beneficial for both entities, especially for the students, and gained both sides valuable 
knowledge not only in the proposed endeavors but in the interactions that happened along the way. Education and 
corporation can indeed collaborate and venture into unknown territory together, with both providing valuable resources 
and skillsets to the other. 
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A questionnaire was developed based upon the values expressed by 3Form and the team of students to ascertain the 
primary qualitative properties that conceptualization should explore. We needed to find out from practicing architects what 
was important to them in terms of lamination, movement, and shape with regards to 3Form’s ability to mold material with 
different properties depending on needs and context. Would thin-film photovoltaics prove to be a economically viable 
option to consider? Would enhancing features and removing components of the lamination resin create a far less cost-
prohibitive approach to sustainable design? To ascertain these value sets from industry professionals, the ITAC team 
created a protocol both on presentation and discussion which proved invaluable to the meetings with the architects in Salt 
Lake City and Phoenix. 
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PROTOCOL
 SALT LAKE + PHOENIX  INTRODUCTION

3form + I TAC DIPV
Focus Group Protocol
12.10.2010

1 Hour Time Frame

INTRODUCTION (5 min):

 1_What do you know about 3form?
 a_ Slide 1:  3form Ready to Go & Advanced Technology (products and services)
 b_ Slide:  3form + I TAC partnership purpose

Crux: The joint 3form + I TAC partnership is currently envisioning a dynamic shading device 
that combines the unique polymer designs of 3form with second generation photovoltaic 
cells. The anticipated development will provide a BIPV (building integrated photovoltaic) 
product with stratified layers of features and sophistication. We have assembled this focus 
group session to determine both the market viability of these products as well as technical 
concerns that we can address in our design. We would like you to respond honestly and 
critically to determine the feasibility of architects specifying and working collaboratively to 
make these 3form products a reality.

BACKGROUND (10 min):

 2_What is the background of your company?
  a_ Age
  b_ Size
  c_ Market sectors (i.e. residential, institutional, education, etc.)
  d_ Experience with PV

 3_Why (or why not) does your firm use PV in your projects and how influential is their 
application in the design?

 
 4_Approximately what percentage of your clients are educated about PV and demonstrate 

interest in their application?
 
 5_Have you used or anticipate near-future use of advanced state or thin-film photovoltaics?

 6_What factors would have to be overcome in order to use PV more effectively?
  a_ Owner demand
  b_ Knowledge
  c_ Cost
  d_ Efficiencies

PRODUCTS (30 min):

 7_What do you know about BIPV? Slide: BIPV explanation and purpose (3 generations of PV)

 8_What markets do you think BIPV is most suited for?

 9_How important to you is customization in a BIPV product?

                             
375 S. 1530 E. RM 235

 SLC, Utah 84112
 801-585-8948
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3form + I TAC DIPV
Focus Group Protocol
12.10.2010

1 Hour Time Frame

INTRODUCTION (5 min):

 1_What do you know about 3form?
 a_ Slide 1:  3form Ready to Go & Advanced Technology (products and services)
 b_ Slide:  3form + I TAC partnership purpose

Crux: The joint 3form + I TAC partnership is currently envisioning a dynamic shading device 
that combines the unique polymer designs of 3form with second generation photovoltaic 
cells. The anticipated development will provide a BIPV (building integrated photovoltaic) 
product with stratified layers of features and sophistication. We have assembled this focus 
group session to determine both the market viability of these products as well as technical 
concerns that we can address in our design. We would like you to respond honestly and 
critically to determine the feasibility of architects specifying and working collaboratively to 
make these 3form products a reality.

BACKGROUND (10 min):

 2_What is the background of your company?
  a_ Age
  b_ Size
  c_ Market sectors (i.e. residential, institutional, education, etc.)
  d_ Experience with PV

 3_Why (or why not) does your firm use PV in your projects and how influential is their 
application in the design?

 
 4_Approximately what percentage of your clients are educated about PV and demonstrate 

interest in their application?
 
 5_Have you used or anticipate near-future use of advanced state or thin-film photovoltaics?

 6_What factors would have to be overcome in order to use PV more effectively?
  a_ Owner demand
  b_ Knowledge
  c_ Cost
  d_ Efficiencies

PRODUCTS (30 min):

 7_What do you know about BIPV? Slide: BIPV explanation and purpose (3 generations of PV)

 8_What markets do you think BIPV is most suited for?

 9_How important to you is customization in a BIPV product?

                             
375 S. 1530 E. RM 235

 SLC, Utah 84112
 801-585-8948
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 10_Slide: dynamic shading device [to be conducted in an open-table format]: The following 

are 3 versions of the shading device that 3form and I TAC are designing for various markets.  
We would like you to respond to these honestly and critically to determine which product, if 
any is most likely to succeed and meet architects need for BIPV.

 11_ Slide: version ‘a’ in detail
  a_ Questions:  Cost appropriateness, market fitness, automated vs. fixed,  
   ready-to-go vs. customization

 12_ Slide: version ‘b’ in detail
  a_ Questions:  Cost appropriateness, market fitness, automated vs. fixed,  
   ready-to-go vs. customization

 13_ Slide: version ‘c’ in detail
  a_ Questions:  Cost appropriateness, market fitness, automated vs. fixed,  
   ready-to-go vs. customization

PROCESS (10 min):

 14_Slide: 3 product overview (again)

  a_  What about the process of design and construction delivery is different were you 
  to specify 3form BIPV products? (Go through each of 3 versions and discuss this 
  dialectic)

  b_  Does your current delivery method support such integration with subcontractors 
  in product application in architecture?

  c_  Have you collaborated with subcontractors before on specialized or design 
  specific products?  What were they and what was the process?

  d_  When in the project lifecycle timeline do you begin to consider product specific 
  questions?  When might be appropriate for these proposed products? 

i. Predesign, SD, DD, CD, Procurement, Construction, FM
  
  e_  What are the barriers in the process to this kind of integration of PV into your 

  projects?
  f_  What are the opportunities to this kind of integration of PV into your projects?
  g_  What is the approximate scale and scope of application you anticipate with this 

  kind of product?
  h_ How important is a variety of aesthetic customization of these products into your 

  projects?
  

CONCLUSION [5 min]:
 
 15_Do you feel these products are meeting a market need?
 
 16_What adaptations might you suggest to meet that market need?

 17_Which product has the most potential to thrive as an architectural solution?
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 10_Slide: dynamic shading device [to be conducted in an open-table format]: The following 

are 3 versions of the shading device that 3form and I TAC are designing for various markets.  
We would like you to respond to these honestly and critically to determine which product, if 
any is most likely to succeed and meet architects need for BIPV.

 11_ Slide: version ‘a’ in detail
  a_ Questions:  Cost appropriateness, market fitness, automated vs. fixed,  
   ready-to-go vs. customization

 12_ Slide: version ‘b’ in detail
  a_ Questions:  Cost appropriateness, market fitness, automated vs. fixed,  
   ready-to-go vs. customization

 13_ Slide: version ‘c’ in detail
  a_ Questions:  Cost appropriateness, market fitness, automated vs. fixed,  
   ready-to-go vs. customization

PROCESS (10 min):

 14_Slide: 3 product overview (again)

  a_  What about the process of design and construction delivery is different were you 
  to specify 3form BIPV products? (Go through each of 3 versions and discuss this 
  dialectic)

  b_  Does your current delivery method support such integration with subcontractors 
  in product application in architecture?

  c_  Have you collaborated with subcontractors before on specialized or design 
  specific products?  What were they and what was the process?

  d_  When in the project lifecycle timeline do you begin to consider product specific 
  questions?  When might be appropriate for these proposed products? 

i. Predesign, SD, DD, CD, Procurement, Construction, FM
  
  e_  What are the barriers in the process to this kind of integration of PV into your 

  projects?
  f_  What are the opportunities to this kind of integration of PV into your projects?
  g_  What is the approximate scale and scope of application you anticipate with this 

  kind of product?
  h_ How important is a variety of aesthetic customization of these products into your 

  projects?
  

CONCLUSION [5 min]:
 
 15_Do you feel these products are meeting a market need?
 
 16_What adaptations might you suggest to meet that market need?

 17_Which product has the most potential to thrive as an architectural solution?

                           



FOCUS GROUP
Research conducted in this thin-film photovoltaic integration area determined the feasibility and marketability of DIPV 
and resin products. The team ran focus groups with three architecture firm types from Salt Lake City and Phoenix that 
would potentially use DIPV including Will Bruder Partners, Richard + Bauer, Jones Studio Inc., GSBS Architects, FFKR 
Architects, Gensler and SmithGroup. The firm types were categorized but not discussed at the meetings. They included 
firms that were known for their high-design status as well as technical competency when pushing material boundaries 
through innovative designs. These firms were also chosen based upon their cooperation with academic institutions in the 
past and relationships formed with the University of Utah. Their presentations were presented in a digital format to both 
sets of architects, as well as digital recordings of the proceedings photographically were captured to showcase student 
leadership and interaction with professionals. 
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16  “READY-TO-GO”
PRESENTATION

EASY TO SPECIFY COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES. 3FORM HAS CREATED 75+ PACKAGED READY TO GO 
SOLUTIONS TO MAKE CREATING PARTITIONS, DOORS, TABLES AND MORE EASY TO SPECIFY. 

EACH SOLUTION INCLUDES:

+ 3FORM MATERIAL WITH FABRICATION EDGE TREATMENT WHERE NECESSARY
+ 3FORM HARDWARE COMPONENTS
+ ALL FABRICATION SERVICES THAT APPLY; BENDING, FORMING, CUTTING OR SANDING
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BOUNDARY-BREAKING SOLUTIONS WITH INNOVATIVE MATERIALS. WITH EACH PROJECT 3-FORM 
MEETS PERFORMANCE DEMANDS, COST CONSTRAINTS AND AESTHETIC INTENT.

+ CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT COLLABORATION
+ ENGINEERING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
+ ADVANCED MANUFACTURING AND DELIVERY



18  INTRO TO PHOTOVOLTAICS
PRESENTATION

BIPV (BUILDING INTEGRATED 
PHOTOVOLTAIC)

+ CHALLENGES

+ COST / WATT

+ ENERGY VALUE

+ RAPID ACCEPTANCE 
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19SOLAR SHADING BENEFITS

BIPV (BUILDING INTEGRATED 
PHOTOVOLTAIC)

+ CHALLENGES

+ COST / WATT

+ ENERGY VALUE

+ RAPID ACCEPTANCE 

PERCENTAGE OF SHADING



20  PRECEDENT - KIERANTIMBERLAKE
PRESENTATION
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21 US EMBASSY, LONDON



22  PRECEDENT - CLOUD 9
PRESENTATION
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23 MEDIA TIC, BARCELONA



24  PRECEDENT - JSWD ARCHITEKTEN
PRESENTAION
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25 THYSSEKRUPP QUARTER, ESSEN



26  PRECEDENT LUNBERG DESIGN + 3FORM
PRESENTATION
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27 BUS SHELTER, SAN FRANCISCO



28  WHY 3FORM LOUVER SYSTEM
PRESENTATION

TRANSLUCENT COLOR FORMIABILITY / SHAPES
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29 SOLAR SHADING OPTIONS

THE SCREEN IS ATTACHED HORIZONTALLY 
TO THE BUILDING. TYPICALLY COVERING 
MORE THAN JUST THE FENESTRATION. THE 
SCREEN OFFERS THE GREATEST SOLAR 
PROTECTION WHLE PROVIDING A DEGREE 
OF TRANSPARENCY.

THE FIN ATTACHES PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE BUILDING TYPICALLY TO THE SIDE 
OF THE WINDOW. THEY PROVIDE CLEAR 
VIEWS AND DEPTH TO THE FACADE OF THE 
BUILDING.

THE SHELF ATTACHES PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE BUILDING TYPICALLY TO THE LOWER 
PORTION OF THE WINDOW. IT PROVIDES 
VIEWS  WHILE BOUNCING LIGHT FURTHER 
INTO THE BUILDING. ALSO ADDING DEPTH 
TO THE FACADE OF THE BUILDING.

THE VISOR ATTACHES PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE BUILDING AND IS THE MOST COMMON 
AND SMALLEST FORM OF SUNSHADING THE 
VISOR CANTILEVERS FROM THE BUILDING 
WHILE PROVIDING AN UNOBSTRUCTING 
VIEW OUT THE WINDOW. 

THE CANOPY CAN BE ATTACHED OVER 
THE ENTRANCE OF A BUILDING OR SPAN 
BETWEEN EXISTING STRUCTURES. 
TYPICALLY IT ACTS AS A STANDALONE 
EXTERIOR SHADING STRUCUTRE 
PROVIDING PROTECTION FROM THE 
ELEMENTS. 

SCREEN:

FIN:

SHELF:

VISOR:

CANOPY:



30  SHAPE LOUVER ATTRIBUTE
PRESENTATION

FLAT PLANE LOUVER BENT LOUVER CURVED  LOUVER

COMPLEX BENT LOUVER MOULDED  LOUVER COMPLEX FOLDED  LOUVER
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31 SHAPE LOUVER ATTRIBUTE

CURVED  LOUVER

COMPLEX FOLDED  LOUVER



32  MOVEMENT LOUVER ATTRIBUTE
PRESENTATION

REVERSE HINGED SHIFTED PIN PIVOT COMBINATION SHAPE + MOVEMENT

STANDARD CENTERED PIVOT SLIDING HINGED COMPLEX FOLDED HINGED
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33 MOVEMENT LOUVER ATTRIBUTE



34  LAMINATION LOUVER ATTRIBUTE
PRESENTATION

MICRO SHAPE LAMINATION TEXTURED 3FORM COMBINATION LAMINATION+ SHAPE

MICRO LENS OPTICAL MICRO LOUVER LAMINATION COMPLEX SHAPE LAMINATION
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35 LAMINTATION



36  SYSTEM ESTIMATES
PRESENTATION

E-1) 3FORM “V3” SUNSHADE 
W/PV (CIGS - 50W)

+ CURVED, TRANSLUCENT, COLOR 
+ SINGLE SHEET 48” X 96”

ESTIMATED PRICE:
(1) SYSTEM 48” X 96” = $2,800.00

A) BASIC SUNSHADE B) 3FORM SUNSHADE
SOURCE: 
ARCHITECTURAL LOUVERS
CINCINNATI, OHIO

+ FLAT, OPAQUE, EXTRD. ALUM. BLADES
+ CANTLVD. UNIT 48” WIDE X 42” DEEP
+ STD. WALL BRACKET & HARDWARE 

ESTIMATED PRICE: 
(2) 48” X 42” = $1,100.00 

+ FLAT, TRANSLUCENT, COLOR 
+ SINGLE SHEET 48” X 96”
+ FRAME / HARDWARE

ESTIMATED PRICE:
HARDWARE = 
SHEET 48” X 96” = $1,550.00

C) BASIC SUNSHADE W/PV

+ FLAT, OPAQUE, ALUMINUM
+ SINGLE UNIT 48” WIDE X 42” DEEP
+ EXTRUDED ALUMINUM BLADES
+ STD. WALL BRACKET & HARDWARE 

ESTIMATED PRICE:
(2) 48” X 42” W/PV = $1,650.00

F) 3FORM SUNSHADE 
OPERABLE

G) 3FORM SUNSHADE 
OPERABLE W/PV

+ MOVEMENT, TRNSLCNT., COLOR 
+ SINGLE SHEET 48” X 96”
+ SOLAR SENSOR / HARDWARE

ESTIMATED PRICE:
(1) SYSTEM 48” X 96” = $2,150.00

+ MOVEMENT, TRNSLCNT., COLOR 
+ SINGLE SHEET 48” X 96”
+ SOLAR SENSOR / HARDWARE

ESTIMATED PRICE:
(1) SYSTEM 48” X 96” = $2,600.00
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37 SYSTEM ESTIMATES

E-2) 3FORM “V3” SUNSHADE 
W/PV (ORGANIC - 50W)

+ CURVED, TRANSLUCENT, COLOR 
+ SINGLE SHEET 48” X 96”

ESTIMATED PRICE: 
(1) SYSTEM 48” X 96” =  $3,600.00

D) 3FORM SUNSHADE 
W/PV (CIGS - 50W)
+ FLAT, TRANSLUCENT, COLOR 
+ SINGLE SHEET 48” X 96”
+ FRAME / HARDWARE

HARDWARE PRICE = 
(1) SHEET 48” X 96” = $2,100.00 

NOTE: ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATES AND USED EXPLICITLY AS A RELATIVE PRICE GUAGE

A) KYOCERA 40W PV MODULE, 
POLYSILICON$5.46 $218.00

$0.00 $0.00

$6.75
$270.00

$16.00 $640.00

$ / WATTS COST

$6.08 $243.00
B) (2) POWERFILLM 20 W a-SILICON 
THIN FILM MODULES

C) SOLARTECH 40 
W POLYSILICON

D) POWER UP 40 W POLYSILICON

MODULE



38  PRICE SCALE
PRESENTATION

A) BASIC SUNSHADE

SYSTEM OPTIONS

E-1) 3FORM SUNSHADE OPERABLE W/ SOLAR SENSOR

E-2) 3FORM SUNSHADE OPERABLE 
W/ SOLAR SENSOR + PV (CIGS - 50 W)

B) 3FORM SUNSHADE$1,550.00

$0.00

$1,100.00

$1,650.00

$2,100.00

$2,800.00

$3,600.00

$2,150.00

$2,600.00

C) BASIC SUNSHADE W/PV

D) 3FORM SUNSHADE W/PV (CIGS - 50W)

F) 3FORM “V3” SUNSHADE W/PV (CIGS - 50W)

G) 3FORM “V3” SUNSHADE W/PV (ORGANIC - 50W)

70

10

120

270

500

750

1200 - 1800

1200 - 1400

1800 - 5000

NOTE: ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATES AND USED EXPLICITLY AS A RELATIVE PRICE GUAGE
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39 ENERGY CONSUMPTION

E-2) 3FORM SUNSHADE OPERABLE 
W/ SOLAR SENSOR + PV (CIGS - 50 W)

G) 3FORM “V3” SUNSHADE W/PV (ORGANIC - 50W)

A) CLOCK RADIO

E) CLOTHES WASHER

F) REFRIDGERATOR

B) CEILING FAN70

10

WATTS / HOUR

120

270

500

750

1200 - 1800

1200 - 1400

1800 - 5000

C) FLAT SCREEN T.V.

D) PERSONAL COMPUTER

G) VACUUM CLEANER

H) HAIR DRYER

I) CLOTHES DRYER

TYPICAL APPLIANCE



40  PRICE MATRIX
PRESENTATION

FLAT, COLOR, 48” X 96” 

COST

COST / WATT

ENERGY PRODUCTION

NON-PV

$ 1,350.00

$ N/A

$ N/A

CIGS PV (OPAQUE)

$ 2,115.00

$ 19.22

45 W

ORGANIC PV (TRANSLUCENT)

$ 2,940.00

$ 39.85

43 W

40 W PV MODULE PERFORMANCE

$/KWH

ANNUAL AC ENERGY

ENERGY VALUE (ANNUAL)

SALT LAKE

$ 0.075

$ 47.2

$ 3.54

PHOENIX

$ 0.087

$ 53.5

$ 4.65

A) KYOCERA 40W PV MODULE, POLYSILICON

B) (2) POWERFILLM 20 W a-SILICON THIN FILM MODULES

C) SOLARTECH 40 W POLYSILICON MODULE

D) POWER UP 40 W POLYSILICON MODULE

$ / WATTS COSTMODULE

$5.46

$6.75

$16.00

$6.08

$218.00

$270.00

$640.00

$243.00

 COST
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41 WHAT IS IT WORTH?

A) BASIC 

LEVELS OF DESIGN COST

E) OPERABLE

F) HIGH-DESIGN INTEGRATED THIN FILM PV

B) COLOR / TRANSLUCENT

$$

$$$

$$$$

C) FORMABILITY / SHAPE

D) HIGH-DESIGN

WHAT IS OF VALUE AND WAHT IS THE COST LIMIT?



42  LAMINATION LOUVER ATTRIBUTE
FOCUS GROUP OUTCOME

0

LEARNING FROM PHOENIX 
Returning from Phoenix, we combined our findings and 
began dissecting specific information that we gathered. A 
summary:

- A kit of parts was vastly more important than a custom 
system

- Sunshading was more important than the photo voltaic 
option

- Color and transparency secondary to performance, 
though   aesthetics was a positive selling point

- 3Form has a perceived high-cost ratio that must be 
overcome

Images copyright  richärd+bauer architects
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43 LOUVER PROFILE CONCEPT

Images copyright  richärd+bauer architects

1
Profile of the louver. The shape of the louver must be 
strengthened, either by curving, bending, or attachment 
of a secondary stiffener due to elemental exposure. 
The shape must also enable and even exploit the solar 
daylighting attributes, whether that is determined to be 
bouncing daylight further into a space or blocking that 
same daylight from entering a space.



44  MODULAR + EXPANDABLE HARDWARE
FOCUS GROUP OUTCOME

2
Modularity. Expandability. These concepts are pivotal in 
the formation of a viable hardware system. This system 
must be able to be installed on a single window instance, 
or cover an entire facade. The language between the 
two must remain constant or risk forfeiting a systematic 
approach with one product for a multiplicity of installations 
and applications. 
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45CONNECTION_TYPES

3
There are multiple concerns with the connections of the 
system, both with the connection to the actual louver and 
connection back to the facade itself. Durability, scalability, 
and aesthetics are high on the list of design requirements. 
The idea to have a single hardware system that expands 
and can accommodate the different scales of systems, 
whether that be a single louver or an entire rainscreen 
facade.



46  WHOLE SYSTEM
FOCUS GROUP OUTCOME

4
An entire system, made up of a kit of parts. Customizable 
to many different applications, but a singular language 
permeating through aesthetic quality and clean lines. 
Applications include cantilevered sun shade, window and 
facade ventilated rainscreen, canopies of varying sizes, 
and full-scale facade rainscreen installations.
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CONCEPT
EXPLORATION
It was decided that a new conceptual approach within the framework of specifically solar shading a façade to reduce 
the heat gain and HVAC loading that the building undergoes was the best course of action. The team then focused 
the research towards prototyping a flexible product for solar shading performance. Mockups and study models were 
constructed and tested for various profile, density, lamination, material yield optimization and installation procedures 
and methods. These findings led to the egg crate formed solar shading product called CRATE utilizing 3form in both the 
vertical and horizontal elements on a facade with differing profiles for energy performance and daylighting requirements. 
The shading structure installation utilizes 3form vertical fins attached via an aluminum channel to allow both expansion 
and vertical movement to facilitate shifting within the CRATE system. The second attachment system is a universal elbow 
connection that allows the vertical fins to accept the horizontal shading profiles with a differing array of profiles.

3
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

 CONCEPT SKETCHES
 DETAILS
 MODELS

1

2

3
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SKETCHES
 RAINSCREEN SYSTEM

This concept utilizes a similar or existing hardware system, 
but retrofits the normal aluminum panels with a 3form resin 
alternative, giving the abiltiy to change coloration, shape, 
and even lamination throughout the system, whether as a 
cohesive whole or spotlighted contrasting areas.

System works horizontally or vertically depending on 
loation and scale of the application.
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51 RAINSCREEN SYSTEM

This concept undulates along a building’s facade, 
showcasing the once-thought-of-weakness in resin: 
flexibility. The ability to have a facade become live and move 
along a facade creates dynamic tension and eye-catching 
instances of variation. Along the length connections 
are detailed, or even left open to allow for expansion. 
Highlighted here is the ability to have spotlighted strips 
within a system, and the ability to sepearate the system’s 
complexity into a few elements. 



52  LASER CUT DESIGN FILES
DETAILS
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53CONNECTION DETAIL AND MODEL



54  STUDY MODEL
MODELS
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56  STUDY MODEL
MODELS
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57



58  COMPONENTS
MODELS
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59



60  COMPONENTS
MODELS
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AIA EXPO 
The research and CRATE concept was then further refined and visualized through the use of models, both physical and digital. The 
findings and visual representations were then compiled and presented at the 2011 AIA Convention + Expo within the context of 3Form’s 
booth design. Models were created to conceptualize the findings within this existing framework, and then further discussion about 
promotional materials, such as a postcard, were discussed and created as needed. The research student team then travelled to New 
Orleans to both explore the context of a national architecture convention and realize their research findings with public interaction at 
the expo. A large rendering as well as physical model (which suffered some damage on the journey) were created specifically for the 
expo, and the students met with 3Form representatives from around the country to discuss their research with architects visiting the 
convention. 

4
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 I TAC + 3form DIPV

 PROPOSALS

++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +

PRODUCT COST POWERTIME RE-USE MARKETS MATERIAL

CONTENTS

BOOTH DESIGN
 POSTCARD
 CONVENTION

1

2

3



64  AIA BOOTH DESIGN PROPOSAL
AIA BOOTH LAYOUT



ITAC

653FORM BOOTH PROPOSAL

The project is a partnership between 3form and ITAC, a research group within 
the University of Utah College of Architecture + Planning.  The objectives 
of the partnership were to expose and train graduate students in integrated 
technologies within architecture while providing valuable marketing and 
product research for 3form. The collaboration was a year -long process 
that introduced students to the initial phases of product  proposal and 
development, research in advanced technologies, and the process of 
conducting marketing studies for the purpose of prototyping.

In the fall of 2010 three graduate students collaborated with 3form to conduct 
market research and develop preliminary designs from their findings. Initially 
the project focused on DIPV (Design Integrated PhotoVoltaics) and the recent 
attraction of thin film technologies. First, research was conducted in this area 
to determine the feasibility and to understand existing application / products. 
Second, the team travelled to Phoenix, Arizona to initiate relationships and 
gain valuable feedback from architectural firms that would potentially use 
DIPV.  

The team then focused the research towards prototyping a single installation 
for solar shading performance. Mockups and study models were constructed 
and tested for various profile, density, lamination and installation procedures 
and methods. These findings led to the eggcrate solar shading method 
with laminated 3form used in both the vertical and horizontal direction on a 
facade with differing profiles for performance.

The facade installation utilizes 3form vertical fins attached via an aluminum 
channel to allow both expansion and vertical movement to facilitate shifting 
within the eggcrate system. The second attachment system is a universal 
elbow connection that allows the vertical fins to accept the horizontal shading 
profiles with a differing array of profiles. 

DETAIL + HARDWARE

PROJECT BRIEF

EDUCATION + PROFESSION
C O L L A B O R A T I O N

Integrated Technology in Architecture 

3form
I TAC

  shelf

1/2” scale 
building model

The project is a partnership between 3form and ITAC, an innovative building 
technology integration research group within the University of Utah College of 
Architecture + Planning.  The objectives of the partnership are to expose and train 
graduate students in integrated technologies within architecture while providing 
valuable marketing and product research for 3form. During 2010-2011, 3form 
mentored students to the initial phases of product proposal and development, 
research in advanced technologies, and the process of conducting marketing 
studies for the purpose of product development, prototyping and launch.  ITAC 
provided design proposals and solutions for exterior solar shading and enclosures 
for new and retrofit construction.  This partnership, between ideation and application 
is mutually beneficial to advance university research and industry product 
development. 

Partners:   Ryan E. Smith, Director ITAC
  
Steffan Lofgren, Trent Smith and Mike Wilcox, ITAC Research Assistants

3 f o r m  +  E D U C AT I O N
CRATE

  shelf

1/2” scale 
building model



66 3FORM POSTCARD - FRONT
POSTCARD
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673FORM POSTCARD - BACK



68 AIA CONVENTION + EXPO
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69NEW ORLEANS, LA



70 AIA CONVENTION + EXPO
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71NEW ORLEANS, LA



72 AIA CONVENTION + EXPO
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73NEW ORLEANS, LA



74 AIA CONVENTION + EXPO
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75NEW ORLEANS, LA
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